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Communication,work load problems ofFCSES,say students
know what is being done with
have not been addressed.
Last Monday, the IFYCSEM that suggestion."
held a
Richard's short response,
"If a petition was going and FSCEC programs
around whether or not you dinner to talk with professors
about the
wanted the FCSEC curriculum from other institutions
"There is no way for
curricula.
respective
it?"
sign
you
-dropped, would
students to input their
Following the dinner, Sacher
"Everybody I have talked to
to the faculty"
ideas
message
wrote an 80-line
lately would sign the petition."
and
concerns
the
up
summing
These were some of the
suggestions students had
introductory words in an e-mail
—Shawn Berry
expressed during the meeting
message that Joe Sacher and
Richards,
Don
to
it
sent
and
Shawn Berry, sophomores, sent
professor of which consisted of two lines,
associate
to all students in the FCSEC,
engineering.
said he would "try and
known as the sophomore mechanical
Sacher's letter contained the respond." However, Sacher has
curriculum.
not received any further
In the curriculum's first following lines:
"Another concern is with the response.
year, participants have
The major concerns
expressed a number of feedback from the [professors].
suggestions to the faculty, but When a problem is raised, the students had dealt with the
feel like their major concerns students don't feel as if they amount of homework versus
by Nathan Terpstra
Thorn Reporter

time spent in class, the methods
used to form base groups, and
the formation of an advisory
council.
Many participants in FCSEC
felt that the homework was a
little overwhelming.
"The homework this
semester is outrageous," said
Kevin Kayser, sophomore.
Each professor thinks we
have lots of free time now, since
we only meet two or three times
a week." Brian Bagjrowicz,
sophomore, agreed.
"We're learning a lot more
on our own. We spend less time
in class and more time on
homework. It would be less
frustrating if we covered the

material in class before we did
the homework," Bagjrowicz
continued.
Berry commented that, "for
some of the professors, we're
spending up to five or six hours
on homework each night."
John Wile, sophomore,
compared FCSEC to freshman
IC.
"The work load this year is a
lot heavier than IC. It's a lot
tougher having class only a
couple of times a week. It seems
like the hardest of my classes
meet only twice a week. That's
what I have the biggest problem
with."
See"FCSES"Page 3

Attention focused on compatibility,design for next generation oflaptops
by Michael Pruett
Thorn Reporter
Discussions for next year's laptops to
be used in freshmen classes are now
underway.
Computers from Apple, Texas
Instruments, Toshiba, Zenith, AMS,
Dell, and AST are among the notebooks
being reviewed.
Darren Peterson, hardware specialist
for the Waters Computing Center, notes
that AMS's entry for next year's laptops
includes several revisions to
shortcomings which Rose has pointed
out. Among these revisions are the
trackball's texture and the attachment of
the memory expansion card.
Peterson cautioned, however, that the
designs of all candidates for next year's
notebook, including AMS's, differ so
drastically from the current laptops that
any comparison between the two is very
difficult.
By early January, the laptop
committee is to have narrowed down the
list to only two or three candidates.
After this limiting process,
representatives of the vendors of the

remaining laptops will be invited to
demonstrate their notebooks before the
laptop committee.
The committee expects to have made
its final decision by the end of January.
Important selection criteria include
compatibility with the school's existing
network and laptop classroom
infrastructure. Peterson notes also that
more attention has been paid to small
design details on the laptops during this
year's review process.
Peterson joked, "There will be
something that is different that we don't
like. We don't build machines, and the
perfect machine has never been built."
David Mutchler, associate professor
of computer science and a member of
the laptop committee, notes that the
laptop committee hopes to have
completed the review process earlier this
year in order to allow more time to
collect students' orders and to test the
machines.

A new meaning to the term "Black Box"
Freshmen get their first glimpse of the AMS laptops during orientation. The laptop
committee is currently in the process of selecting a model for next year's freshman class.
Candidates include computers from Apple, Texas Instruments, Toshiba, Zenith, Dell,
AST and a revamped AMS. Some changes in the new AMS's were a result of
File Photo
recommendations made by Rose-Hulman.

Acker recovering from blockage in artery
through the procedure just fine."

by Frank Pfeiffer
Editor-in-Chief

Professor Acker remains in
Intensive Care at Union
Hospital, and cannot have
visitors or flowers.

Frank Acker, professor of
electrical engineering, was
rushed to Union Hospital early
Saturday morning suffering
from severe chest pains.

Acker's son, Alan, reported
late Thursaay that his father was
"of good spirits," and added that
it would be some time before he
would be able to return to the
classroom.

Doctors in the Intensive Care
Unit performed balloon
angioplasty Thursday, reducing
a 95 percent blockage of one
coronary artery down to 20
percent.
Acker's cardiologist said
Thursday that Frank "came Frank Acker

Cards and calls to his home
are appropriate, and are greatly
appreciated by the family.
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Former President Ralph Morgen dies
Ralph A. Morgen, who served
as the ninth president of RoseHulman, died November 26 in
Gainesville, Florida at the age of
92.

Happy Holidays
and have a safe break

PTO

Men's Basketball
Woments Basketball

Morgen was president from
1959 to 1961.
Morgen served in academic
posts with the National Science
Foundation, Purdue University and
Stevens Institute of Technology.

In addition, Morgen was the
founding professor of chemical
engineering at the University of
Florida and was president of the
of
Society
American
Engineering Education.
Morgen was selected
president following the death
of Ford Wilkinson who served
from 1949 until 1958.
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Campus Events

• December 15,1995

The Rose Bush

MEETINGS I GATHERINGS
Fri., Dec. 15 — International Student Lunch, Main Dining Room,Noon
Mon., Dec. 18— Biomedical Engineering Seminar, Dr. Terry Trammell, orthopedic surgeon,0-105,
10:50 a.m.
Mon., Dec. 18 — Business Office Christmas Brunch, Business Office, 9-11 a.m.
Tues., Dec. 19— Admissions/Development Christmas Luncheon, Admissions Office, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Wed., Dec. 20— President's Administrative Council, PA Room,8 a.m.

Campus News
and Information
SKI COLORADO
Ski the Continental Divide in Leadville.
Colorado over quarter break. The package is
S400 and includes overnight accommodations
for five nights, breakfasts (5), dinners f4), five
day lift tickets and ski rental. If interested, a
deposit of S100 is due today, December 15 to

Sat., Dec. 16— Women's Basketball, Elmhurst College, Shook Fieldhouse,6 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 16— Men's Basketball, at Centre College, Danville, Ky.,3 p.m.(Broadcast On WSDMAM 1130, 2:45 p.m.)
Mon., Dec. 18 — Men's Basektball, at Indiana Wesleyan University, Marion,7:30 p.m.
Wed., Dec. 20— Women's Basketball, Earlham College, Shook Fieldhouse,7 p.m.
Tues., Dec. 26— Men's & Women's Swimming, Beginning Of Training Trip To Florida
Sat., Dec.30— Men's Basketball, Millikin University, Shook Fieldhouse,3 p.m.

Dr. Ric* Ditteon.

..„5:018010AMM7

ADDITIONALLY...

ROSE DIVERSITY COMMITTEE
PRESENTS KENT NEIER

Mon., Dec. 18— Night Exam,Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics(CH303C),0-233,8-10 p.m.
Tues., Dec. 19— Start Of Christmas Vacation,5 p.m.
the Performing AftS room.ofthe Union,
onday,P.041400k

Submissions To Campus Events

p.m., in

Events may be published in Campus Events by any organization or individual. Simple announcements
of times and locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care of Dale Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans, agendas, and specific
information should be submitted to the Rose Bush, via Karen Pershing in the mailroom.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday,at noon, in order to be published in Campus Events in
the Rose Thorn on Friday.
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The Rose-Hulman Users of Linux(RHUL)Present:

An Introduction to Linux

fuzit

igns,for the Senior class t-shirt are
anted.Please submit designs to Gabe Ferland

A Freely-Distributable Unix-compatible Operating System for Intel PCs

8 p.m. on Thursday,January 4, 1996
in G-220(The Theorodrome)

at Box

All members of the Rose-Hulman community are welcome to attend.

XIIIB
We will discuss why you should be using the Linux operating system.
In addition, we will present a special configuration that is being designed for the AMS
Soundwave laptops by Rose-Hulman students.
For more details, call extension 8864 and ask for Dan or Chad; send e-mail to abplands@rosevc or malonecm@rosevc: or consult the
newsgrouprhit.linux.
And, there might be food too.

PI

Rose Students:

1234 Wabash Ave.
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NOW HIRING

FREE
pepperocini
and garlic butter
with every order!
LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA

Managers,Drivers,In-store
& Telephone Personnel
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HOURS: Mon - Thurs 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Fri & Sat
Noon - 11:30 p.m.
Sunday

DAILY SPECIALS AND GROUP
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST

232-7272
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Serving 'Terre Haute,
Indiana State, and Rose- Hulman

Let Papa John's
show you why we're
#1 at Rose- Hulman!
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Rose-flulinan student Mike Finney wilt display a collection of his works,including draw ..ings and paintings. Tins exhibit will be on the
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-'aesk Powelsdb mp
Jock Powell is one of the lithe answers to
the big problems facing every community in
Americo. And because there ore more people than problems, things will get done. All
you have to do is something. Do anything.
POINTS OF LIGHT

PAPA JOHN'S AND ROSE, A WINNING TRADITION!

Do something good. Feel something real.
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Winery open to public tomorrow
by Bob Flaherty
Thorn Reporter

ti

The seventeenth commercial winery
in Indiana, Terre Vin, will officially open
its sales and tasting room in Terre Haute
to the public tomorrow beginning at
noon.
Terre Vin Winery, located at 4106
South 7th Street in Terre Haute, will be
open daily from noon to 6:00 p.m.
during December.
The owner of the new winery, Dave
Gahimer, a technician for the electrical
became
department,
engineering
interested in wine-making about fifteen
years ago after his children bought him a
home wine-making kit.

making developed. Gahimer and his
wife traveled around the United States
visiting various wineries.
Plans are to let the business grow
into a tourist destination in Parke
County, where the winery is located.
Their plans include cellar tours, picnic
areas, summertime entertainment, and a
farmer's market, in addition to the retail
shop which is opening in Terre Haute.
"We have created a nice place where
people can visit, become more educated
about wine and wine-making, and enjoy
a locally produced product," Gahimer
said.

Beginning in January, the Terre
With his interest in this new hobby
open from
forming, Gahimer began to study the Haute retail winery will be
chemistry behind wine-making and a noon to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday and
fascination in the technicalities of wine- Sunday.

Construction targets kitchen next
by David Hile
News Editor
Work crews will be busy over the
holiday break preparing to remodel the
kitchen in the Hulman Memorial Union.
While students are off-campus,
temporary serving lines will be placed in
the student dining area. The new kitchen
is expected to be ready for ARAMARK
by the middle of January.
Once the new kitchen is ready, the old
serving lines will be remodeled,
prompting the need to place temporary
lines in the student dining area.
Additional construction plans over the
break include, eliminating the old boiler
and preparing the new boiler for use,

"FCSES"
Continued from Page 1
"FCSEC is structured a lot better
than last year fin IC]. One grade for
twelve credit hours is pretty stressful.
The way the grades are broken down and
the tests for each class are separate is
better. That way, if you bomb one test,
you can still make it," Wile added.
Besides the homework time to class
time ratio, some students in FCSEC
were unhappy about the formation of
base groups.
"We have base groups this quarter,
and I didn't think we were going to have
them," said Berry. "It seems like the
professors picked for each group two
really good students and two not-sogood students. It would have been a lot
better if they had picked them by place
of residence so it would be easier to
meet."

NEW FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

installing windows and frames and some
necessary plumbing work.
At the end of January, construction
should be nearly complete in the north
side of the building. This will open up
the new faculty dining room, new
student offices and the new Union
office. Transitions to these new offices
should begin around this time.
In the near future, work will begin on
remodeling the Music and Reading
Rooms and the lobby area. The lobby
area will likely be closed off in sections
as workers install new flooring and
lights.
Kayser had a different problem with
base groups.
"We spend too much time in class
with our base groups. If they could
spend more time in class teaching the
material and [assign] a little less
homework," said Kayser, "I would be
happy with the program."
The main problem, according to
Berry, however, is the fact that there is
no student committee to hear out
problems and recommend changes to the
faculty.
"There is no way for students to
input their ideas to the faculty. In IC, we
had the IC Council, but there is no such
thing in the FCSEC."
Sacher stated similar concerns in his
e-mail message to Dr. Richards.
"I think that this curriculum being in
its development stage, a council of some
sort would be beneficial. This would
give the students a good feedback
method."

Daniel Moore
Title:

Impressions of Rose:

Visiting Professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering

"I think that the way everyone is treated is
an important part of the engineering process," explained Moore.

Hometown:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Education:
North Carolina State University
•Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering, 1975
•Masters in Electrical Engineering, 1976
•Ph. D. in Electrical Engineering, 1989

"What has most impressed me is the willingness of students to work the challenges
that are presented to them and their selfmotivation."

The way students respect and are respected
by the faculty and staff, and the interest
among faculty in the education process are
also important positive aspects of Rose.

Experience:
Moore taught four years at North
Carolina State while studying for his
doctoral degree. After graduate school,
Moore taught 6 years at Virginia Tech,
teaching 17 different courses.

Professional Interests:
Moore is very interested in improving
knowledge-based information distributed
electronically. He is working with
community schools to provide intemet
access for elementary and high schools.
Improving curriculum and teaching
methods is another important area Moore
is interested in.
Moore has researched areas of optical and
electronic circuits and devices as well as
other undergraduate projects.

Personal Profile:
Outside of the classroom, Moore and his
wife are involved with numerous community groups. Moore has four daughters,
ages 9,6, 4, and 3.

"They want everyone to feel a part of the
true family atmosphere," Moore
continued.

Schedule:
During fall quarter, Moore taught Circuits
& Systems I and Elements of Electrical
Engineering, which he refers to as "EE for
non-believers."

"It gives me the opportunity to provide
some of the background that I got working
with non-EE's when working for DuPont."

This quarter, Moore is teaching Circuits &
Systems II and an advanced seniorgraduate instrumentation with a
biomedical emphasis.

Compiled by Kevin Gaither. Thorn Reporter

Interested in runningfor
Student Body President
or Vice-President?

Petitions are available in the
SGA office located on the
third floor of Moench Hall
NSBE,in conjunction with the Rookies,are
sponsoring the 2nd annual clothing drive.
Boxes are located all around campus.
Please help us with your donations.

Deadline is January 12, 1996

•
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Yet another budgetary battle of wills for the holidays
by Chris Lawrence
Thorn Columnist
Unless there's been a breakthrough in the twelve hours since
I wrote this, the Federal Government will be heading for its
second partial shutdown in as
many months. The basic argument is over whose completely
bogus economic figures will be
used for the balanced budget
plan. The White
House prefers to
use figures provided by the
Office of Management and
Budget, part of the executive
branch, while Congress wants to
use the figures of the Congressional- Budget Office, which is
(you guessed it) part of the legislative branch. Assuming that the
Supreme Court doesn't have its
own "Judicial Budget Estimates
Office," or some other obscure
agency, the OMB and the CB0
are the only two players on the
forecasting field, as far as Washington is concerned.

that the economy would grow
about 2.1 percent a year, then
went off and decided this week
that it will really grow about 2.3
percent a year. (For your comparison, The Economist's latest
poll of economic forecasters estimates a growth rate of 3.1 percent this year and 2.4 percent
next year.)
Because
of the ridiculously large
numbers
involved in
the budget,
this creates a
difference of
about $115 billion between what
President Bill Clinton says is
needed in cuts over the seven
years, and what House Speaker
Newt Gingrich says (or used to
say, before his political handlers
told him to drop off the face of
the earth) is needed.

When Congress
revised its figures,
$135 billion
appeared from
nowhere

OMB claims that the
economy will grow, on average,
about 2.6 percent a year over the
next seven years. CB0 first said

Of course, what virtually
nobody is saying in this whole
debate is that neither set of figures is likely to be even close to
correct. When CBO revised its
figures this week, suddenly $135
billion appeared out of
nowhere. If nothing else, this
debate proves why economic

forecasting isn't known for its that does 90 percent of what he
wants to do anyway. In effect,
accuracy.
this shutdown is unlikely to surAt midnight, the government vive the weekend.
will shut down again without
So, it looks like we might
some additional compromise.
This time, with Christmas just have a budget by the beginning
around the corner, it will be of the year that is a step toward
harder for the Republicans to get the seven-year goal. At the same
away with the silly games with time, it's important to separate
the continuing resolution (the the programs that are complete
legislation that allows the gov- wastes of money, like the ridicuernment to stay open) that they lous helium fund and peanut
played before and during the last quota, from those programs that
shutdown, and it will be harder pay off (monetarily and morally)
for the President to veto a bill in the long run, like student

grants and loans, preventative
health care, and Head Start.
Unfortunately, the current
Republican plan keeps the ludicrous subsidies, change student
lending to reintroduce the
wasteful middlemen, cut taxes on
the wealthiest Americans, and
roll back key environmental protection provisions. For a party
that supposedly believes in
"family values," they certainly
seem to be awfully interested in
valuing campaign contributions.

Quiet,substance-free 'honors' hall an idea that might fly
by Matt Gumbel
Thorn Columnist
As everyone knows, when you are
working on one thing, your mind is
working on another. My mind was still
trying to find a topic for my article and my
friend's mind was, evidently, working on
the music which disrupted our studying
before. Then my friend introduced an
entertaining idea to me: the concept of a
residence hall in which music levels which
can vibrate buildings and affect the
biochemistry of a person would not be
tolerated and neither would smoking (for
my friend realized how much I detest
smoking). I was intrigued by the idea but
said. "I doubt it would fly." Still, my friend
insisted that I explore the idea and consider
it as a topic. I dismissed the thought,
because I still had homework to complete.
Yet, my friend had planted a seed in my
brain which continued to grow as I worked.
I began turning the idea over and
contemplated the various logistics that
would be needed to create a residence hall
S.

Editorial Staff:
Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Layout Editor
Campus Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor

Frank Pfeiffer
David Hilt
Steven Williams
Chip Brudway
Chris Lawrence
Scott Burwinkel
Chris Doiphy
Tony Miller

for students who need a quiet environment common interest, which would lead to a
to study.
sense of belonging for the residents. The
students would be the type that "enjoy"
The first obstacle I encountered was
studying and at the same time most would
finding a way to contact people about the
activities.
idea. I personally don't like the idea of be interested in similar leisure
having a
lead
to
you
could,
in
the
end,
This
mass e-mailing, and I know the Waters
Computing Center doesn't either when it is roommate which is much like yourself and
done for personal objectives. I didn't want getting along with your roommate for an
to post signs around school because they enjoyable year.
Moreover, I had
usually get lost
to ask if there would
in the shuffle.
be enough people
And it would be
interested in living in
too expensive for
an "honors" hall to
two poor college
our
warrant
students
to
exploring the idea
purchase an ad
any further? Sure, we
from the Thorn
as we have no funds for such a project.
might be able to get enough people to fill
one or maybe two floors of a hall but that
Furthermore, I asked,"What kind of
people would want to live in such a place?" would defeat the purpose of an "honors"
It would be quiet enough to hear yourself hall. Loud music from one floor can still
think and you would be able to devote all disrupt the studying of students on other
of your attention to your homework. All floors, and students who are not part of the
the people in the hall would have a -honors" floor(s) would be still able to

Would administration
even allow starting
such a hall?

The Rose Thorn
5500 Wabash Avenue, Box 2034
Terre Haute,Indiana 47803-3999
Phone:(812)877-8255

"Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community
informed by providing an accurate and
reliable sourcefor news and information."

Administrative Staff:
Advertising Manager Ed Hatfield
Business Manager Doug Ihrig
Advisor David Pater

stand outside the building and smoke.
Finally, would the administration even
allow such a hall to be started? It wouldn't
require a new hall to be built. An existing
one could be used. As for the incoming
freshmen, they could be given the option to
live in the hall so that they can have the
opportunity to get a good start at RoseHulman.
After my brain muddled through these
questions and thoughts, I asked my friend
how much thought had been put into the
idea before it was introduced to me. My
friend explained that some research had
been conducted and it was determined that
there might be interest in starting such a
residence hall. I said I would think about
the idea. My friend suggested that I write
about it in my column; I said that it
wouldn't make for a good topic as there is
no conflict in it and most of all no sexual
activity would be described. I just dropped
the idea and went back to my homework,
while my mind searched diligently to find a
topic for me to write about this week.
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Crosswords and Jeopardy crucial keys to a longer life
by Kent Bye
Thorn Columnist
How can you think faster,
improve your memory, prevent
Alzheimer's disease, and prolong
your life all at the same time?
Doing things you have never done
before will do all of these things for
you and more. Whenever you
experience something new it
improves your mind and makes for
a more enjoyable life. Life is a
:ontinuum of experiences; the
more that you have, the more
fulfilling your life will become.

obviously doing something
different, and their secret to
longevity was questioned in this
article.

It was found that these nuns
keep their minds active by
constantly challenging their
intellect. They play mind games
such as crossword puzzles and
answer questions on Jeopardy, hold
current event seminars, teach
classes, create arts
and crafts items, and
basically anything
that keeps their
An article appearing in Life
minds active.
magazine in June of 1994
introduced this concept to me, and
These improveI have been living by it ever since. ments are explained by the fact that
In this article, they talk about these doing anything that is unfamiliar
nuns in Mankato, Minnesota will make the dendritic connecwhose average age of death is 85
tions in your brain stronger. Your
years old, which is higher than the
brain is like a tree, in that informanational average. They have fewer
is stored in a branch-like systion
cases of Alzheimer's disease, and
are the largest group of brain tem. Whenever you are presented
donors in the world. Here is a with a new piece of information,
group of 700 people who are you relate it to something in an

existing branch and you stick it
onto the end of that branch. Whenever you want to recall some specific information, you first
remember what you initially
related it to, then trace it down to
the end of the branch until you
finally recall that information.
Part of what going out and
doing new things does for your
brain is that it actually connects
different branches of your brain

different pieces of information.
The more alternative routes
you have, the more surplus of brain
tissue that develops which will
compensate for tissue damaged by
Alzheimer's disease as well as help
you recover faster from strokes.
Your memory will improve since
you will be able to relate more and
more information to your new
experiences. It is easier to
remember something when it can
actually be applied
to something you
already know.

Life is a continuum of experiences;
the more you have,the more
fulfilling your life will become
together. You relate what you are
exposed to in a new situation to
your previous experiences, and
physical connections in your brain
are made. When this happens, it is
almost as if more RAM were added
to the memory board in your mind.
You will be able to think faster
because there are more routes to

With a healthier
mind comes a
healthier body
which will prolong your life. David
Snowdon, of the Sanders-Brown
Center on Aging at the University
of Kentucky, has been studying
these nuns for many years and has
found that the ones who earn
college degrees, teach, and
constantly challenge their minds
live longer than those who do jobs

such as cleaning rooms or working
in the kitchen.
Although you won't see a
drastic change in your life span or
feel your brain getting heavier
whenever you go and do something
new, you will see immediate results
in remembering things faster and
being able to remember more
things if you keep an open mind
and search for something to learn.
Look at all of the fliers posted,
and keep up with what kinds of
opportunities are offered here on
campus. Take some time away
from your precious studies and go
to an event that you would never
think of going to even if it does not
interest you. It may change your
life forever. I've found that it is not
what happens at a certain function
that leaves a lasting effect on me,
but instead the people I've met
there who make a difference. What
a better source of infinite learning
experiences than another human
mind.

Technological advances eliminate coffee pot compatibility
by Dan West
Thorn Columnist

hardware and it will run without difficulty.
You simply plug it in and the computer will
automatically detect your CD-ROM,
scanner, or printer, without any effort on
your part. This is a good idea, but what
about "hardware" which is not 100%
compatible. What about "hardware" which
was not originally designed to be run by a
,computer? What about your lights, your
heat, or your air conditioning? What about
your coffee pot?

Today, the phrase "Plug-and-Play" has
become the buzzword of the personal
computer industry. The two main
companies, Microsoft and Apple, both
insist that their operating systems have this
capability. According to Microsoft,
Windows 95 will be able to run anything
you attach to your computer, as long as a
driver is loaded. Apple has the same claim
This is where your computer chokes. It
about its Macintosh computer. But what is
has no clue what you just plugged in, and it
plug and play?
certainly was not expecting a coffee pot! In
The industry's definition says that you order to make it "compatible," you would
can plug in any compatible piece of need to buy an adapter and write a program

to tell your computer what to do with the
adapter. This alone would require at least
some low level computer courses.
However, there is a system, made by
neither Microsoft nor Apple, which has
little difficulty with running a coffee pot.
A few years ago, I knew an English
teacher who still had his first computer. He
had a second telephone line into his house,
and had run this line into his computer.
Every day before he left for the forty
minute drive home, he called this number.
About ten minutes down the road, the heat
in his house would be turned on. When he
was about halfway home, allowing for
good traffic, his coffee pot would come on

Teamwork seldom a component ofgroup work
by Pete Papavasiliou
Thorn Columnist
A new trend has developed within
America's educational institutions. After
decades of teaching students as
individuals, American educators have
begun to preach the value of cooperative
education. Prompted by firms clamoring
for employees with experience in
teamwork, colleges are now teaching
classes where assignments are designed to
enhance students' group abilities. Rose is
no exception.
Yet for all their efforts, the teachers
understand group dynamics less than their
pupils do.

team before an assignment is given. This
is equivalent to telling a coach to
assemble a team before telling him what
sport they are to play. How are the
students to know what team to assemble?
How can they prepare for the game before
they know its rules?

success of that group. If his work is
inferior, the team may remove him
because he is not delivering on the
promise he made to that group. In a
forced team, this bond is not present.
Students join groups because they must;
they are often not allowed to leave these
Another important aspect of group groups. The commitment that results in
dynamics is a common goal. A excellence has been circumvented by the
championship team would not allow a
very assignment designed to nurture it.
substandard player to join their club, nor
would a championship player play for a
Finally, one of the most valuable
lousy team. Yet in cooperative education, abilities in a man's career is knowing
banding is forced. An excellent student
when to team up and when to stand alone.
does not have the option to work alone if
The flaw at the very core of cooperative
he believes he has nothing to gain from
education is that students are not given
teamwork.
the option of working alone. By
Teachers attempt to provide a common
demanding that students work together,
goal by giving the entire group the same
the educator is overlooking one of the
grade. It doesn't work. A student who is
most fundamental aspects of the concept
quite happy with a C in a class has
nothing to offer students who demand of team: sometimes, the best team is a
excellence, but they may be forced to team of one.

The typical cooperative learning
assignment begins with group selection.
Students are required to form a group of
three or four students. This group is then
given an assignment (or assignments) to
complete. The group must complete the
assignment, with each member receiving work with him. Often they are told that it
an identical grade.
is their responsibility to elevate the poor
Logical as it may seem, the above student to their level. In short, they are
scenario overlooks factors fundamental to chained together, and the strongest in the
group are expected to pull the weight of
successful teamwork.
One of the most crucial elements of the weakest. This is not the essence of
teamwork is team selection. Usually, teamwork. It is the essence of slavery.
people band together to respond to a
situation or undertake a given task. In
academia, however, it is easy to overlook
this fact. In cooperative education,
professors often ask students to form a

A side effect of this forced teaming is
that none of the participants have taken a
stand in the successful completion of their
project. When a person joins a team by
his own choice, he commits himself to the

Forced cooperative education should
be abandoned. There is a valuable power
in being able to form effective groups and
take on tasks that one man cannot
accomplish alone. But until educators
recognize exactly what it is that makes
teams necessary, powerful, and
functional, all of their efforts will not
enhance the leadership and teamwork
capabilities of the students they are trying
to assemble.

and start brewing. About the time he
entered his sub-division, his lights and
radio would turn on. Soon he would arrive
home to a warm, well lit house with a fresh
pot of coffee and his favorite radio station
playing.
The phone line was not hooked up to
the 386 sitting on his desk, but rather to the
Commodore 64 lying on the floor. He had
run telephone line into his computer, and
run lines for his coffee pot, lights, radio,
and heat out. He had set up a simple
program, to set up a timer and start each
appliance at the appointed time. He was no
whiz at computers, but a run-of-the mill
English teacher.
Everything he had done cost him less
than five dollars and a few short hours of
his time. The adapter into which the
appliances were attached was just a couple
of dollars, and everything he needed to
know to write the program had been in the
C64 instruction manual. The difference
between the C64 and today's computers is
what I'll call "Peek-and-Poke" technology.
The Commodore, running BASIC off its
single, slow processor, included two
commands which are foreign to most
people today: poke and peek. These two
commands allowed you to plug something
into the back of the computer, tell the
computer where it was plugged in, and tell
the computer what to do with it. This
program simply sent a signal to the adapter
at each of the appointed times (after ten
minutes, twenty minutes, and two at forty
minutes) and those signals went to the first
appliance which was off and turned it on.
First the heat, then the coffee pot, then the
lights and radio.
The existence and subsequent
disappearance of such technology has
made me wonder just where technology is
going. It used to be with a little time and
money, you could do just about anything
with a computer. Now you need a degree in
rocket science, or at least computer
science, to do anything close to that. I think
perhaps I'll be bringing back my old
Commodore 64 after Christmas break.
Coffee anyone?
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Engineer defense smothers Devils; Run mark to 7-2
jumping out to a 12-2 lead early
in the first half. However, the
Engineers cooled off considerably, and were not able to put
Eureka away early, despite the
Red Devils' 29 percent field-goal
percentage in the first period.
The Engineers were able to
work the ball inside for good
shots all game long, but missed
many layups and short jumpers.
"We played well offensively
most of the game, but we just
couldn't score," said Shaw.
However, the Rose defense
was able to thoroughly frustrate
Eureka. On several occasions,
the Red Devils didn't even get a
shot off before the 35-second
shot clock expired.
Greg Crider, the Red Devils'
leading scorer coming into the
game with a 24.7 point-per-game
average, was harassed by Kiley
Gwaltney into a 1-of-4 shooting
night and four turnovers.
Zack Johnson is leading the men's basketball team this season with an average of 14.6 points per
Crider played only 18 min- game.
File Photo
utes because of a sprained ankle
The Engineers have only
suffered late in the first half, but
non-conference
more
that doesn't detract from the three
Overall
ICAC
games before ICAC action
defensive job which was done on
conW
The
L Pct.
Christmas.
Pet.
L
after
W
begins
Team
him.
ference race is looking to be very
steadily
Engineers
The
I .900
9
00 .000
Anderson
increased their halftime lead of competitive, with Wabash, whom
I .875
7
the
as
"probably
describes
00
Shaw
Hanover
30-18 throughout the second
most improved team in the
half, and eventually settled on
.778
2
7
Rose-Hulman
league," bringing up the rear
the final 64-42 count.
2 .778
7
Franklin
with a still-respectable 4-2 mark.
Rose was led by Kent MurAnderson leads the loop with
2 .750
phy and David Moore, who each
6
DePauw
a 9-1 record, while the defending
tallied 11 points. Gwaltney
.667
6
3
Manchester
national-runner-ups, Manchester
added 10 points, while Troy Halt
College, has a 7-3 record.
2 .667
4
Wabash
collected 11 rebounds.

by Joel Gillespie
Sports Reporter
An old basketball parlance
states that if a team plays good
defense and holds onto the ball, it
will win most of its games. The
Rose-Hulman men's basketball
team put this statement into practice Monday night against the
Eureka Red Devils. Despite
shooting 41 percent from the
floor, the Engineers played stifling defense and committed
only nine turnovers on their way
to a 64-42 victory.
The Engineers will now take
to the road for their final two
games before Christmas break.
Centre College (Ky.) will play
host to the Engineers on Saturday at 3 p.m.
The Colonels dropped an 8261 decision to the Engineers in
Shook Fieldhouse on December
6. However, Rose Head Coach
Jim Shaw expects Centre to
"play with much more confidence, and better, at home."
Indiana Wesleyan awaits the
Engineers next Monday at 7:30
p.m. The Wildcats boast a huge
lineup, including a 6' 10" player
and another man who stands
6'8". "Indiana Wesleyan is
huge," Shaw commented. "This
is one of the few games all year
long we'll be matched up with
bigger people. That alone makes
it interesting."
Rose was hot to begin the
game against the Red Devils,

ICAC Men's Basketball Standings

ROSE-HULMAN INTRAMURAL INFORMATION
DECEMBER 15- DECEMBER 19
IM Volleyball
Time

Court

Date

Level/Division

Teams

Dec. 18

A Level

Spades vs. ATO

9:00 p.m.

1

Pike vs. IN!)

9:00 p.m.

2

Dee. 18

B Level - Division A

Hogs vs. Scamps

9:00 p.m.

3

Dec. 18

C Level - Division B

Scharp vs. Speed

10:00 p.m.

1

Attack vs. Hadji

10:00 p.m.

Volleyball Courts:

I - West
2 - Center

')e Thorn is looking for an argoing
indiklual to lelp sell ads,

3 - East

INTRAMURAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
Entry Forms for indoor soccer are available form Coach Ruark in the
fieldhouse.
A sign-up sheet is also located on the IM board for a singles/doubles
racquetball tournament.

Deadline is Dec. 19.

b ROSE Interested? Contact
ni
Ir'
Fronk Pfeiffer at x8255.
"Iwn
CORRECTION!!
In last week's issue of the Thorn. the women's basketball
team was referred to as the -Lady Engineers". It has been
brought to our attention that the use of this term was incorrect. In all sports, men's and women's, the teams are to be
referred to as the Engineers.
Chip Bradway
Sports Editor
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Women at home Saturday against Elmhurst
The Rose-Hulman women's
basketball team will get its second opportunity to play at home
on Saturday night when they
take on Elmhurst College (3-2)
in a 6 p.m. contest.

round the :AO
omore pole vaulter Ryan Lofws leaped to a personal best.
e vault to tmish second :tt last Saturday's Eastern
4:Loftus' performanee was the high:c.oritirigen.t that attended the meet.
4,11;the pole vault t 1 1-07 3,*4), arid.
4.0t's in 9:36. The two- mile relay
-

Four of the Engineers next
games will be played at
home including two before
Christmas Break (Elmhurst
( Dec. 16, and Earlham College
)ri Dec. 20).
five

•I Wre-41hig
onI home meet of the season i a
.The wrestling
on Thursday. Rose was
Mililetif..and*abash
"IoubIe.,
7 1 vs,
defea W'Milikin. 24-18, and downed by Wabash. 30-18.

The Engineers are still looking for its first win in its inaubasketball
women's
:u: gural
season, but Head Coach Wanda
Schwartz and the Engineers are
refusing to be discouraged.
"We've seen sign of slow
--.. and steady improvement, and
I'm amazed at the unfaltering
effort and commitment that the
team is showing at this point in
the season," said Head Coach
Wanda Schwartz. "We will
face another tough test in Elmhurst on Saturday, but it will be
nice to play at home."

Wabash

Toby Williams

W (forf.)

L„ 5:18

42
50

Mike Kosloski
Donnie. Stash

L. 11-6
W,2:30

L, 6-3

58
67

Travis Omen

L,4:27

L,5-0

Andy Horton

L, 16-8

W,3:09

'177

Jason Riddle

L, 5:32

L, 5-4

190

Ryan Davis

L, 2:49

L,7-3

HWT

Paul Drury

W, 1:17

W, 1:26

W,3:36

;Swimming

Last week, the Engineers
were defeated 111-33 in the
team's first ever Indiana ColleConference
giate
Athletic
game, played at Hanover Col- Freshman guard Becky Smith drives to the hoop against St. Marys-oflege. The Panthers shot 60% the-Woods. The Engineers will play at home this Saturday at 6p.m.
Photo by Bill Harding
from the field while the Engineers connected on just 30% of
After seven games, Speich rebounds per game. Krumbein
their shots.
is the team's leading scorer and leads the team in shooting per10.7 centage (.490%), hitting 24 of
Freshman Amanda Speich rebounder, averaging
6.6
rebounds
per 49 shots.
points
and
led Rose with 13 points and six
rebounds. Michelle Eash has game.
Sophomore Jodi Barcus is
seven points connecting on
Freshman Holli Krumbein is averaging 7.1 points per conthree of four field goal
attempts.
averaging 9.7 points and 4.7 test.

!XIV

A/

Malkin

,z3IL
8

The Rose-Hillman swimming teams has a busy week with dual
meets against Principia and DePauw,Individual highlights are listed
below:
PRINCIPIA

Name
Sean Valentine
Sean Valentine
Aaron Lindsey
Aaron Lindsey
Erie PanhOrq

lasst Led Ã,Ø erttsements

JENSEN compact stereo, 3 disc changer, dual
cassette. graphic equalizer, surround sound, remote
control. S300 obo. Call Kelli at x8627.

breakfasts, 5 nights lodging, 4 evening meals and
tips and gratuities. You must provide your own
transportation to and from Leadville. Lunch is
available at Ski Cooper. If you have never skied
before, there is no better place to learn than Ski
Cooper.
They have great instructors and no
crowds. $100.00 non-refundable deposit is due
December IS, 1995. Balance due January IS, 1996.
See Dr. Ditteon, room CL-I08, for additional
information.

Time
1:01.53
2:05.57
25.04

100 Free
200 Med Relay

50.58
NA

Aaron Lindsey
Kevin !vIcPe,ak
Sean Valentine
Diving
Dawn Hobbs
DEPAUW
50 Free
Sean Valentine
100 Back
Eric PwIliorst
Sean Valentine 400 Free Relay

•

A ten-speed racing bike. Price: 150 pkts. of Ramen
noodles
of
different
flavours.
E-mail
intasas@nextwork or moonesns@nextwork or call
x8523.

Event
I(X) Breast
200 1M
50 Free

z,

Todd Salaka
Jeff Somers
Erie Parthorst
Todd Smak a
Dawn Hobbs
Mike Rubin
Sean Valentine

2001M
1 M Diving
100 Back
100 Breast

Place
1st
181

1st
1st
1st

1st
22.44
1:02.64
3:35.03

1st
1st
1st

2:11.62

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1:03.51
1:01.86

A
Need a ,yboard and/or guitar player for a gospel Two leather coats. Please identify and claim in the
Union office.
band. M t be a Christian. Call x8564.
Indiyidu is, Student Organizations and Small
Groups ) Promote SPRING BREAK '96. Earn
MONEY ,nd FREE TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S

LEADE, INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. Web
page: hi :11wwwdept.com. 1-800-327-6013.
HP pro: lmmer seeks new or used plug-in RAM
cards fi the HP48SX, 128K (Sr greater. Will pay
reasona
prices.
Call x8873 or e-mail at
poyliojh

nextwork.

EE stud at taking Circuits to work on repairing
Wersi orlans in the Union (Technical support is
available). Contact Donna Gustafson in the Union

Office at x8275.

"SERVIcE5/:,7,

ZJ

Typing Service: Professional looking documents,
tables, brochures, merge mass mailing, forms,
news letters, resumes, and etc. No job too big or
small. 877-1672, if no answer please leave a
message.

R REST:
House for rent. nice 5-6 bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator, washer/dryer, 2 car garage. $150 each
person/month + utilities. Call 232-2488
•P,

The Rose Thorn offers classified advertisements
less than 30 words free to Rose-Hulman students,
faculty, and
student
organizations.
For
submissions of more than 30 words, each
additional word is $0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00 for the first 30
words, then $0.15 for each additional word.
Payments must be made in advance; corrections at
our expense on first week only.
The Thorn reserves the right to refuse advertising
which the editors judge to be discriminatory on the
basis of race, religion or sexual orientation, or that
promotes violence, illegal activities or is in bad
taste.

Submissions may be made at the Thorn office
(room C216), through the Thorn Box 2034, by
email-ing thorn@rose-hulman,edu, or by calling
EVENTS:7Y######
the Thorn at ext. 8255. Deadline for submissions
12th Annual Rose-Hulman Ski Trip to Ski Cooper, is 5 p.m. the Wednesday prior to publication. Runs
Leadville, CO. Quarter Break, February 26 to over one week must be renewed weekly by
March I, 1996. Cost is $400.00. Includes: 5 days contacting the Thorn office, unless prior run
lift tickets, 5 days ski rental, 5 continental arrangements have been made.

<516
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Let your creativity flow as you
gain newspaper writing experience.
Or if that isn't important to you,
you'll get to see your name in print a lot.

er atnmen
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Top Ten Rejected Acts for
the Fine Arts Series

Is that the editor ofthe Rose Thorn?
I read the Thorn every week!

10.The Dancing Bares
9. The Screaming Mimes
8. Bill Jack Krebs' Armpit Symphonette
7. Graffiti for Fun and Profit
6. Star Trek Appreciation Seminar
5. Fun With Integral Calculus
4. Ten Bombs that YOU Can Build
3. Sam Hulbert: Unplugged
2. Sanitation Engineers in Concert
1. Top Ten Writers Anonymous
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DILBERT®
(-HELLO, 15 THIS THE."HELP DESK"7
'

CRUSH YOUR COMPUTER
INTO SMALL CHUNKS
ADD FLOUR AND
BAKE ONE HOUR.

(
NO, THAT GROUP

GOT REENGINEERED
OUT OF EXISTENCE.

IM
' THE NEW "NO HELP
WHATSOEVER
\
DESK."
MY 7013 Is TO MAKE

[

1

SURE YOU NEVER
CALL AGAIN.

WNILE YOU'RE WAITING,
READ THE FREE NOVEL
LJE SENT YOU. IT'5 A
SPANISH STORY ABOUT

A GUY NAMED "MANUAL

(-REPEAT THE PROCESS
UNTIL YOU GET THE

DESIRED RESULT.

rCAN

yOu TELL ME
HOw TO MAKE A

PIE CHART ?

